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I: Pisani deo ispita 
1. Introduction to the sound system of English: phonetics (articulatory, acoustic, 
auditory), phonology (segmental, suprasegmental), the speech chain; transcription 
(phonemic, phonetic, broad), the IPA; varieties (SESP, GA);   
2. The production and description of speech sounds: the vocal tract, articulators 
(above and below the larynx); the phoneme vs phone; phonetic features (loudness, 
pitch, tone of voice, duration & length, air-stream mechanism, voicedness & 
voicelessness), distinctive features (the intensity, place and manner of articulation);  
3. English sound system: vowels vs consonants (phonetic and phonological 
differences); vowels (monophthongs: short, long weak; diphthongs: centring closing; 
triphthongs); the vowel chart (tongue height, tongue backness, lip rounding); the 
consonant table & problem cases;  
4. Allophones, allophonic variation, coarticulation: the phoneme, phone, allophone, 
allophone criteria, allophones in free variation and in complementary distribution; 
voicing and devoicing, fronting and retraction, aspiration; labialisation, palatalisation, 
velarisation, nasalisation, glottalisation; t-, l- and r-sounds;  
5. The syllable: phonetic and phonological approach (open, closed; the centre and 
margins; distribution & patterns), phonotactics, rhythm; the structure of the English 
syllable (onset, peak, coda); strong and weak syllables, syllabic consonants; strong vs 
weak forms; 
6. The stress: levels of stress (the major stress: primary and secondary), prominence & 
sonority; stress placement (in simple, complex: prefixes & suffixes, and compound 
words); 
7. Aspects of connected speech: rhythm, stress-timing, the foot, stress-shift; 
assimilation (of place, manner and voice); elision (omission of consonants, unstressed 
vowels resulting in aspiration or syllabic consonants, unstressed syllables...); juncture 
(word boundary); liaison (‘linking and intrusive r’); 
8. Intonation: levels (pitch height: high and low), tones (level, and moving: (a) simple 
– fall, rise, (b) complex – fall-rise, rise-fall); the tone unit and its structure (in 
monosyllabic and polysyllabic words) – the pre-head, head (high & low), tonic 
syllable and tonic stress, tail; pitch possibilities in the simple tone-unit and more 
complex patterns; typical patterns of use of tone types; functions of intonation 
(attitudinal, accentual, grammatical).  
 
II: Usmeni deo ispita 
Obligatory: transcribed text (broad transcription), intonation patterns 
Optional/Additional: transcribed text (phonetic transcription) 
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